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DOT Basis for Selection as Case Example Smart Work Zone Technologies 
Already Implemented* 

Arizona

• Southwestern climate
• Completion of technical concept study
• Development of spreadsheet tools to 

support implementation
• Use of Increase Federal Share Incentive for 

Innovation

1. Queue warning
2. Traveler information 

systems
3. Dynamic lane merge
4. Work zone data collection

Colorado

• Western climate
• Use of pilot projects
• Use of autonomous truck-mounted 

attenuator (ATMA)
• FHWA grant for WZDx feed

1. Traveler information 
systems

2. Dynamic lane merge
3. Work zone intrusion alarm

Florida
• Southeastern climate
• Use of pilot projects
• Initiative for CAVs

1. Traveler information 
systems

2. Work zone data collection

Iowa
• Midwestern climate
• Implementation of smart arrow boards
• Panel member DOT

1. Work zone data collection
2. Queue warning
3. Work zone location 

technologies
4. Traveler information 

systems
5. Notification of construction 

equipment entering/exiting

Massachusetts

• Northeastern climate
• Use of smart work zone manager tool
• Development of resources (e.g., design 

standards and standard operating 
procedures) 

1. Work zone data collection
2. Queue warning
3. Other traveler information

systems (ranking not 
provided)

Minnesota

• Northern climate
• Use of wide range of smart work zone 

technologies
• Development of resources (e.g., layout 

drawings and special provisions) for many 
smart work zone technologies

1. Traveler information 
systems

2. Dynamic lane merge
3. Queue warning
4. Other
5. Work zone data collection

Oregon

• Northwestern climate
• Development of resources (e.g.,

specification and handbook for PCMSs) 
• Availability of equipment for notification of 

construction equipment entering/exit 
system

1. Traveler information 
systems

2. Queue warning
3. Notification of construction 

equipment entering/exiting

* Shown in order of frequency of use (1 = most frequently used), as provided in the survey response.

Table 23.  Overview of case examples.

automated driving systems for CVs, to share data with the goal of encouraging safe coopera-
tion between highway work zones and automated vehicles (Brook-Jones 2021). Embark is 
furnishing field data and feedback on infrastructure health, road design, and work zone data 
quality, while the Arizona DOT is sharing open-source data on current work zones to help CV 
operators navigate safely through work zones.

The Arizona DOT sees many challenges to the implementation of smart work zones, such 
as the need for a standard approach and advanced planning, finding funding sources, and 
demonstrating the benefits. The Arizona DOT finds the Increase Federal Share Incentive for 
Innovation to be extremely beneficial in its implementation efforts for smart work zones. The 
Arizona DOT makes limited use of performance measures as a result of a low number of smart 
work zone projects, and the Arizona DOT’s efforts to show the benefits of smart work zone 
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Source: Maricopa County DOT and Arizona DOT.

Source: Kalina 2019.

Figure 45.  Flowchart of agency data for WZDx feed in Maricopa 
County, Arizona (API = application programming interface; GIS = 
geographic information systems; AWS = Amazon web services; 
TMDD = Traffic Management Data Dictionary; ERS = Emergency 
Response System).

Figure 46.  Conceptual layout for connected vehicle system for CVs in work zones (RSA = roadside alert; 
RSU = roadside unit; OBU = onboard unit; CVISN = Commercial Vehicle Information Systems and Network).
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technologies have been hindered by low traffic counts during the COVID-19 pandemic. In addi-
tion, the Arizona DOT finds it difficult to obtain data to document the safety benefits because  
of the short duration of most work zones. The Arizona DOT has not experienced any issues 
related to cellular connectivity for smart work zones.

Arizona DOT Considerations for Future Use  
of Smart Work Zone Technologies

Looking to the future, the Arizona DOT plans to continue work on standardizing its pro-
cesses for smart work zones. The Arizona DOT also intends to use other types of smart work 
zone technologies, such as dynamic (variable) speed limits and smart arrow boards. The Arizona 
DOT looks to implement smart arrow boards by the end of 2021. In addition, the Arizona DOT 
is preparing to install a license-plate reader system on projects such as the bridge replacement on 
I-15 Virgin River Bridge Number 1. The system will allow for the assessment of the frequency of 
drivers traveling through the work zone.

Project Highlight: Maricopa County Route 85 (MC-85)

As part of FHWA’s Every Day Counts Initiative, Maricopa County DOT established a deploy-
ment concept for smart work zone technologies and piloted the concept on a project on MC-85 
(Kimley-Horn and Associates 2019b). The MC-85 implementation (Figure 47) included traveler 
information conveyed by message signs (Figure 48) and speed feedback signs at the “Warn” and 
“Check” locations in Figure 47.

General performance measures were developed for Maricopa County DOT for the smart 
work zone concept (Table 24), and performance measures such as speed compliance, travel time 
reliability, and crashes were analyzed for the MC-85 project. Results from the speed compli-
ance analysis showed that eastbound vehicle speeds were in close conformance with the 35 mph 
posted speed limit, while the range of westbound vehicle speeds by time of day (a.m. peak, 
midday, p.m. peak, off-peak, and overnight) decreased from 40–47 mph at the “Warn” sign to 
34–39 mph at the “Check” sign. Evaluation of travel time showed a savings of 366 hours per 
day and overall cost savings for 18 weeks of deployment of approximately $81,000 as a result of 
reductions in both travel time and law enforcement presence. There were no fatal crashes during 
deployment of the smart work zone system.

Project Highlight: I-40 Meteor Crater Road Bridge

The Arizona DOT is rehabilitating the Two Guns and Meteor Crater Road bridges, located 
between Flagstaff and Winslow on I-40, in 2020 and 2021 (Arizona DOT n.d.a). The Arizona 
DOT is using a dynamic lane-merge system (both dynamic early merge and dynamic late merge) 
on the project, with the dynamic merge system implemented on westbound I-40 and a tradi-
tional merge system in place on eastbound I-40 (Arizona DOT 2021b). The Arizona DOT is 
collecting and analyzing data from both directions to assess the effectiveness of the dynamic 
lane-merge system. The layout of the system at Meteor Crater Road bridge is shown in Figure 49.

Colorado DOT

Colorado DOT Implementation of Smart Work Zone Technologies

Although the Colorado Department of Transportation (Colorado DOT) deployed a traveler 
information system on the Twin Tunnels project in 2013 and generated an evaluation document 
based on that experience (Colorado DOT and Stantec 2013), the Colorado DOT has increased 
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Source: Kimley-Horn and Associates 2019b.

Figure 47.  Components for smart work zone on MC-85.
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its efforts to implement smart work zone technologies since 2018. Through pilot projects, the 
Colorado DOT has deployed the following types of technologies in most of its five regions: 
traveler information systems, QWSs, portable variable speed limit (PVSL), work zone location 
technologies (e.g., smart arrow boards), work zone data collection technologies (e.g., speed and 
volume, camera coverage), systems that notify of construction equipment entering or exiting, and  
sequential warning lights. Most deployments have occurred in the Denver metropolitan area,  
and the scale of deployment varies from small arterial projects to larger projects on Interstates. 
For procurement, the Colorado DOT in some cases embraces specific pay items (e.g., sequential 
lights, smart arrows, or icons) and in other instances uses force accounts with one pay item for 
flexibility to account for a variety of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) devices needed to 
build a smart work zone application (e.g., queue warning, truck warning, PVSL, and the like).

To support its implementation of smart work zone technologies, Region 1 of the Colorado 
DOT developed a guidelines document for smart work zones (Colorado DOT and Ulteig Engineers 
2020). The guidelines address nine smart work zone technologies and include a matrix for selecting 

*No second frame of MAJOR condition was used when travel times (TTs) for alternate routes were greater than 20 minutes.
Source: Kimley-Horn and Associates 2019b.

Figure 48.  Variable message sign (VMS) messaging on eastbound MC-85.

SWZ Goal Measure Data
Devices 

to Collect 
Data

Example Goal Value

Improve speed 
limit compliance 
through the work 
zone

% of speeds in compliance 
with work zone speed limit Speed Detector

95% speed compliance 
after first feedback 
location

Increase travel 
time reliability 
through the work 
zone

Travel time in minutes 
through work zone prior to 
and during deployment of 
SWZ equipment in work 
zone  

-Vehicle 
presence
-Location 
of vehicle

Detector
15% of reduction in 
travel time through the 
work zone when SWZ 
equipment is deployed 

Reduce crashes 
in the work zones

Number of crashes in work 
zones

-Location 
of crash
-Number 
of crashes

None 
(need 
crash log)

Zero crashes at all SWZ 
deployments 

Reduce queues 
resulting from the 
work zone

% of time a queue forms in 
advance of work zone 
while SWZ equipment is in 
place

-Vehicle 
presence
-Volume

Detector
CCTV

Queues as a result of the 
work zone are present 
no more than 5% of time

Table 24.  Proposed performance measures for smart work zone concept  
for Maricopa County DOT (Kimley-Horn and Associates 2019b).
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smart work zone systems (Appendix F), descriptions and layout drawings for the technologies 
(e.g., Figure 50), guidelines for a project operations center, draft concept of operations for PVSL 
systems, and a project special provision. The guidelines also highlight funding opportunities 
such as the Highway Safety Improvement Program. The implementation of the guidelines 
has been hampered by the COVID-19 pandemic, which has resulted in an inability to provide 
in-person training.

To help reduce the exposure of the human operator to traffic, the Colorado DOT imple-
mented an autonomous truck-mounted attenuator (ATMA) in 2018. The ATMA uses a leader-
follower system (Figure 51) with a human operator in the lead vehicle, and the Colorado DOT 
had two ATMA vehicles in operation as of 2021. The Colorado DOT uses the ATMA, which 
includes obstacle detection capabilities, for paint-striping operations, with a confined set of 
deployments on highways in Regions 4 and 5 with AADT less than 5,000 vehicles per day (Colorado 
DOT 2020). The Colorado DOT has seen good performance with the system and continues to 
make interface and technology improvements, such as adding the capability for lateral offset. 

Source: Arizona DOT 2021b.

Figure 49.  Smart work zone layout for project on I-40 at Meteor Crater Road  
Interchange in Arizona.
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Source: Colorado DOT and Ulteig Engineers 2020.

Figure 50.  Layout drawing for incident detection/project surveillance 
system for Colorado DOT (PTZ = pan-tilt-zoom).
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Colorado is the lead state for the Autonomous Maintenance Technology pooled fund, which 
seeks to encourage research regarding the use of autonomous technologies for work zone 
applications (Colorado State University n.d.).

In the Colorado DOT’s experience, the collection of data from smart work zones helps it to 
make improvements to the work zone based on conditions and provides valuable information 
to emergency management services (EMS). The Colorado DOT owns equipment to measure 
speeds and volumes and has established quality-check practices for field data. On some projects, 
the Colorado DOT uses crowdsourcing data from providers such as Google. In January 2021, 
the Colorado DOT procured a new ATMS and advanced traveler information system that 
connect in the cloud. Also, in 2021, the Colorado DOT received a FHWA demonstration grant 
to generate a WZDx feed using real-time information collected by the ATMA (FHWA 2021b).  
In analyzing data to generate performance measures, the Colorado DOT finds it challenging to 
make comparisons to other corridors that are not using smart work zone technologies.

The Colorado DOT finds that smart work zone technologies help to improve traffic flow on 
heavily traveled corridors, although performance varies based on the type of system. Some of 
the implementation challenges faced by the Colorado DOT include the initial learning curve; 
concerns regarding accuracy of work zone location technologies and the potential for false 
alarms with systems for notification of construction equipment entering or exiting; and the  
need for sufficient and appropriate personnel, coordination between regional and central offices, 
ensuring that the systems as designed function properly in the field, high-quality specifications, 
contractor oversight, and verification of cell signals, especially in rural areas. During the early 
stages of deployment, the Colorado DOT experienced some issues with cell connectivity related 
to the compatibility of the contractor’s ITS and connection devices and the Colorado DOT’s ITS 
and information technology standards and requirements. The Colorado DOT resolved these 
issues by asking the contractor to change their devices.

Colorado DOT Considerations for Future Use  
of Smart Work Zone Technologies

In the future, the Colorado DOT would like to expand its deployment of smart work zone 
technologies and implement future advancements in the technologies. Ultimately, the Colorado 
DOT would like to see every project use some type of smart work zone technology, ranging  
from simple location information on smaller projects to complex systems (e.g., queue warning, 
traveler information) on more extensive projects. The Colorado DOT plans to equip its main-
tenance vehicles with GPS devices to transmit location data for the public. In addition, the 

Source: Colorado DOT 2021a.

Figure 51.  Lead and follow vehicles for Colorado 
DOT’s ATMA configuration.
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Colorado DOT is working toward a more integrated approach to implementing smart work 
zone technologies at the state level.

Project Highlight: I-25 South Gap (Monument to Castle Rock)

The I-25 South Gap project, from Monument to Castle Rock, was under construction with an 
anticipated completion date of 2022. The scope of the project provides for various improvements  
on 18 miles of I-25 from Monument to Castle Rock, including widening from two to three lanes 
in each direction, shoulder widening, bridge reconstruction, new wildlife crossings, and pave-
ment resurfacing (Colorado DOT n.d.).

The following smart work zone technologies are deployed on the project: QWS, PVSL 
(Figure 52), notification of construction equipment entering or exiting (Figure 53), and portable 
cameras for monitoring the work zone. The project includes a pilot study to use artificial intel-
ligence to detect incidents and create alerts based on the camera feeds. The layout of smart work 
zone devices on the project is shown in Figure 54. Some of the devices shown in Figure 54 are 
also used for other systems such as queue warning, travel time, speed, and volumes. The project 

Source: Colorado DOT.

Source: Colorado DOT.

Figure 52.  PVSL sign on I-25 South Gap project.

Figure 53.  Warning sign for system for notification 
of construction equipment entering or exiting on  
I-25 South Gap project.
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Source: Colorado DOT and APEX Design 2020a.

Figure 54.  Layout of smart work zone devices on I-25 South Gap project (MVRDS = Microwave radar detection sensor; NTP = network  
time protocol).
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is the first project for the Colorado DOT to have a traffic operations center (TOC) (Project Oper-
ation Center) (Figure 55) located on-site to monitor traffic conditions (Colorado DOT n.d.).

The Colorado DOT performed an evaluation of the QWS (Colorado DOT and APEX Design 
2020a) and overall assessment of the work zone using performance measures (Colorado DOT 
and APEX Design 2020b). For the QWS, results indicated that the visible alerts improved traffic 
flow and safety based on increased vehicle speed and a reduction in the number of abrupt speed 
drops exceeding 10 mph (Figure 56). The overall performance evaluation of the work zone 
found no significant changes in traffic volumes, an increase in number of crashes (primarily 
property damage only crashes) in the northbound direction, a small increase in the number of 
crashes in the southbound direction, and a small increase in the travel time index, as compared to 
the prior condition with no work zone.

Florida DOT

Florida DOT Implementation of Smart Work Zone Technologies

The Florida Department of Transportation (Florida DOT) uses ITS and connected and auto-
mated vehicle (CAV) technologies to develop and implement pilot projects for smart work 
zones, with a focus on improving safety for construction workers and travelers. Example pilot 
projects include the use of traveler information systems on the I-4 Ultimate project, QWSs at the 
interchange of I-4 and I-95, and connected arrow boards on Incident Response Vehicle units in 
Miami-Dade County (Figure 57) (Florida DOT 2021b). Some of the challenges the Florida DOT 
finds in its implementation of smart work zone technologies include assessing safety benefits; 
lack of guidance for designers; and the importance of planning projects in advance, obtaining 
contractor buy-in, ensuring consistency between regions and states, and providing work zone 
information in real time.

Florida DOT Considerations for Future Use  
of Smart Work Zone Technologies

The Florida DOT is implementing an initiative for CAVs, with a wide range of projects in 
planning, design/implementation, and operational stages (Florida DOT 2021c). The initiative 

Source: Colorado DOT.

Figure 55.  Project Operation Center for I-25 South 
Gap project.

http://nap.nationalacademies.org/26637
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(a)

(b)
Source: Colorado DOT and APEX Design 2020a.

Figure 56.  Results for visible and nonvisible QWS on I-25 South Gap project: (a) average speed 
and (b) abrupt speed drop frequency (>10 + mph) (MM = mile marker).

http://nap.nationalacademies.org/26637
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leverages various technologies such as wireless communications, roadside units, onboard units 
(OBUs), and vehicle sensors to determine roadway hazards and provide warnings to drivers. 
The CAV business plan developed by the Florida DOT includes the use of smart work zone 
technologies and ATMAs (Florida DOT 2019).

Project Highlight: I-4 Ultimate Project

The I-4 Ultimate project includes 21 miles of reconstruction on I-4 in the Orlando metro-
politan area. The project scope includes reconstruction of 15 interchanges, replacement of 
74 bridges, construction of 53 new bridges, and the addition of two dynamic-tolled managed 
lanes in each direction (Florida DOT 2021d). The project duration is 6 years, and the anticipated 
completion date was 2021 or 2022.

The Florida DOT implemented the first smart work zone system on this project for a 90-day 
trial in 2016 (Florida DOT 2017a). The system tracked vehicle speeds and displayed warning 
messages on three electronic message signs to alert drivers to stopped or slowed traffic resulting 
from congestion. Other system components included five traffic sensors and one pole-mounted 
camera. Sequential flashing lights on traffic cones and work zone intrusion alarms were also 
tested on the project (Florida DOT 2017b). The public has access to construction alerts and 
information on traffic and incidents through the project website (Figure 58).

Project Highlight: I-4 and I-95 Interchange

Building upon the experience gained with the trial implementation of the smart work zone 
system on the I-4 Ultimate project, the Florida DOT deployed a queue warning system at the 
I-4 and I-95 interchange improvement project near Daytona Beach in 2017. The Florida DOT 
placed two PCMSs on eastbound I-4, which was experiencing traffic queues as a result of a reduc-
tion from three lanes to two lanes and then later to one lane on eastbound I-4 and lane shifts and 
closures on northbound I-95 (Florida DOT 2016). The locations of the PCMSs (Figure 59) were 
determined based on speed data collected from existing roadside microwave vehicle detection 
sensors (MVDSs). The PCMSs (Figure 60) displayed queue warning messages based on speed 
data collected from the existing MVDSs. By using the existing MVDSs and a custom-built solu-
tion versus a commercial-off-the-shelf product, the Florida DOT was able to reduce the cost of 
the system from $250,000 to $60,000, with a nearly identical display to the public.

Source: Florida DOT.

Figure 57.  Connected smart arrow board mounted 
on Florida DOT Incident Response Vehicle.
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Iowa DOT

Iowa DOT Implementation of Smart Work Zone Technologies

The Iowa DOT has implemented several smart work zone technologies, including data collec-
tion, automated queue warning, location technologies, temporary sensors and cameras, traveler 
information systems, temporary modifications or enhancements to permanent traffic incident 
management (TIM) plans, and automated warning of construction equipment or vehicles 
entering in short merge areas. The Iowa DOT most frequently uses QWSs, and notification of 
construction equipment entering/exiting systems are used approximately once per year. While 
the Iowa DOT strives to have no traffic delays in its work zones, the Iowa DOT considers smart 
work zones as mitigation measures for traffic critical projects (Iowa DOT 2021b). Criteria used 
to identify traffic critical projects include number of lanes (typically four or more), high volumes, 
potential for queuing, and other concerns based on engineering judgment. The Iowa DOT evalu-
ates these projects individually to develop mitigation strategies such as maintaining the same 
number of lanes, nighttime work, and smart work zone technologies.

(Map data © 2021 Google)
Source: Florida DOT 2021a.

Figure 58.  Map from I-4 Ultimate project website showing construction 
alerts, traffic, and incidents.
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(Map data © 2016 Google)
Source: Florida DOT 2016.

Figure 59.  Device layout for QWS at I-4 and I-95 interchange near Daytona Beach, Florida.
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Source: Florida DOT.

Figure 60.  PCMS on I-4 near I-95 interchange near 
Daytona Beach, Florida.

Source: Iowa DOT 2021b.

Figure 61.  Layout drawing for QWS for Iowa DOT (TMP = transportation management plan).

Components used on most smart work zone projects include cameras, roadside sensors, and 
DMSs. A map showing the location of all deployed equipment is publicly available (Iowa DOT 
2021b), and most devices and systems feed data into statewide software for processing. The 
Iowa DOT developed nine layout drawings for smart work zone technologies such as QWSs 
(Figure 61). The Iowa DOT believes that its statewide ITS contract with one vendor provides 
uniformity and flexibility for using smart work zone technologies. The Iowa DOT finds that 
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strong support from management and partnerships with consultants and vendors are vital to 
the success of its implementation efforts. Cellular connectivity has not been an issue as there is 
sufficient cellular coverage in the state.

The Iowa DOT is implementing smart arrow boards and requiring them on all Interstate lane 
closures in 2021 (Sprengeler 2020). The Iowa DOT believes that the smart arrow boards will 
help to obtain and retain more accurate information regarding the locations, start times, and 
finish times of lane closures. The technology can be retrofitted to existing equipment, and the 
system is designed to operate without requiring more effort from field personnel. A dashboard 
showing the location and status of all smart arrow boards is available on a website (Figure 62). 
To support implementation, the Iowa DOT developed smart arrow board specifications with 
requirements for equipment, operations, testing, communication, and vendor approval for its 
Electronic Reference Library (Iowa DOT 2021a). One implementation challenged faced by the 
Iowa DOT concerns monitoring and enforcement to ensure that smart arrow boards are pro-
vided on all Interstate lane closures. 

The Iowa DOT makes extensive use of performance measures to monitor work zones. The 
Iowa DOT tracks over 30 performance measures for traffic critical projects and publishes eight 
of these measures for traffic critical projects on a publicly available dashboard (Figure 63) that 
is updated weekly (Iowa DOT 2021b). In addition, the Iowa DOT tracks statistics for all crashes 
that occur within 500 feet of a work zone and provided on the dashboard (Figure 64). While the 
Iowa DOT believes that smart work zone technologies provide many benefits, it would like to 
see development of studies that document the economic benefits of the technologies.

The Iowa DOT also uses third-party probe data to a limited extent for work zones without 
sensors and maintains a two-way data feed with Waze. The Iowa DOT detects slowdowns 
using a machine-learning algorithm based on speed and occupancy, and text message  
alerts for slowdowns and other critical events are sent to project personnel. The Iowa DOT 
also publishes a WZDx feed every 15 minutes comprised mostly of information from its  
511 system.

Iowa DOT Considerations for Future Use  
of Smart Work Zone Technologies

The Iowa DOT’s future plans for smart work zone technologies include expanding its use 
of smart arrow boards, implementing connected temporary signals, and enhancing traveler 
information systems. The Iowa DOT is working toward requiring smart arrow boards on 
all lane closures in 2022 and on moving operations in 2023 (Sprengeler 2020). The Iowa 
DOT also plans to implement connected temporary signals (Figure 65) for one-lane two-way 
alternating traffic in 2023 and is developing a protocol for those systems. The Iowa DOT is 
interested in exploring dynamic (variable) speed limit systems and is sponsoring a research 
project to investigate automated technologies for its audible warning system for truck-
mounted attenuators, with the existing system requiring manual activation of the system by 
the driver (Iowa State University 2021a).

Ultimately, the Iowa DOT would like to see all work zones in the state identified on a map, 
with real-time information about work zones provided to drivers through DMSs, vehicle dash-
boards, and smartphone applications. In working toward this goal, the Iowa DOT, through a 
demonstration grant, is working to directly integrate smart arrow boards into its ATMS, which 
can then update any planned work zone information for distribution through the WZDx and 
the Iowa DOT’s 511 system.

http://nap.nationalacademies.org/26637
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Source: Iowa State University 2021b.

Figure 62.  Dashboard showing location and status of smart arrow boards in Iowa (USGS = United States Geological Survey; DNR = Department 
of Natural Resources; FAO = Food and Agriculture Organization; NPS = National Park Service).
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Source: Iowa State University 2021c.Source: Iowa State University 2021c.

Figure 63.  Example operational dashboard data from 2020 (Iowa work zone identi�er 3r: Pavement grading and replacement of pavement, 
reinforced concrete box culvert, and bridge on US-75 in Hinton, Iowa).
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Source: Iowa State University 2021c.

Figure 64.  Example crash data from dashboard for 2020 (Iowa work zone 
identifier 3r: Pavement grading and replacement of pavement, reinforced 
concrete box culvert, and bridge on US-75 in Hinton, Iowa).
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Source: Sprengeler 2020.

Figure 65.  Temporary connected traf�c signal.

Project Highlight: I-80 over South Skunk River

A bridge deck overlay for I-80 eastbound and westbound over the South Skunk River in Jasper 
County, Iowa, was under construction in 2021. �e temporary tra�c control plan included the 
use of contra-�ow (one lane of eastbound tra�c temporarily moved to the westbound bridge, 
and vice versa) to maintain two lanes of tra�c in each direction, night work for lane closures 
to build and modify the crossovers, and a QWS (Iowa DOT 2021b). A�er the preconstruction 
conference, the Iowa DOT added a portable DMS to inform oversized loads to use the right lane 
at the tra�c crossover resulting from restricted width of the le� lane. A screenshot from aerial 
drone footage of the work zone is shown in Figure 66, and a layout of the temporary tra�c control 
devices on the project in Figure 67.

Source: Iowa DOT.

Figure 66.  Screenshot from aerial drone footage of 
work zone on I-80 over South Skunk River in Jasper 
County, Iowa.
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Source: Iowa DOT 2021b.

Figure 67.  Layout of temporary traffic control devices for work zone on I-80 over South Skunk River in Jasper County, Iowa (USDA = U.S. 
Department of Agriculture).
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Massachusetts DOT

Massachusetts DOT Implementation of Smart Work Zone Technologies

The Massachusetts Department of Transportation (Massachusetts DOT) has implemented 
various smart work zone technologies, including traveler information systems, work zone 
data collection technologies, queue warning, dynamic lane merge, and a dynamic ramp meter 
system. The Massachusetts DOT often uses traveler information systems and QWSs together 
by changing the information displayed on the message boards. Sensors collect information 
regarding speed, volume, and occupancy, and the traveler information systems communicate 
information regarding travel times to encourage traffic diversion. The Massachusetts DOT also 
uses crowdsourcing data. While the Massachusetts DOT allows the contractors some flexibility 
regarding data sources for travel times, physical sensors are required at key locations. The 
Massachusetts DOT has not identified a need for systems for notification of construction equip-
ment entering or exiting, as construction access to the project is typically designed for each 
project because of limited geometry.

The Massachusetts DOT first began using smart work zone technologies to mitigate capacity 
loss from lane closures. To assess the need for smart work zone technologies on a specific project, 
The Massachusetts DOT uses a customized scoring sheet (Appendix F) that is based on Table 6 
from the FHWA Work Zone ITS Implementation Guide (Ullman et al. 2014) and considers 
several factors, such as work zone duration, availability of alternate routes, impacts on roadway 
geometry, and anticipated queuing (Massachusetts DOT 2016b). For highway projects, the  
Massachusetts DOT uses the planning tool FREEVAL-WZ (Institute for Transportation Research 
and Education 2018) to forecast the anticipated impacts of lane capacity reductions in work zones.  
The scale of deployment of smart work zone technologies is based on the anticipated level of 
impact (Figure 68). The Massachusetts DOT has developed several resources to support its imple-
mentation of smart work zone technologies, including design standards (Massachusetts DOT 
2016c) and standard operating procedures (Massachusetts DOT 2016a). The Massachusetts 
DOT finds that smart work zone technologies work well based on feedback obtained from the 
public, elected officials, and internal construction and operations staff.

Source: Boudreau 2021a.

Figure 68.  Level of deployment of smart 
work zone technologies for Massachusetts 
DOT based on anticipated impacts.
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To address challenges associated with managing work zone data in different formats from 
multiple vendors, the Massachusetts DOT implemented the customized Smart Work Zone Man-
ager tool. The application serves as an interface between different vendor software programs 
and provides for central control and monitoring. An application programming interface (API) 
specification for the Smart Work Zone Manager was developed. The application stores data 
in a central database, including fields for the WZDx feed and other information. The tool also 
provides access to various feeds, such as Waze, Google Maps traffic layer, and the travel time 
layer from the Massachusetts DOT GoTime system. A screenshot from the Smart Work Zone 
Manager, showing road event information for a work zone, is provided in Figure 69.

In the Massachusetts DOT’s experience, some of the implementation challenges associated 
with smart work zone technologies include assessing safety performance, building contractor 
and in-house expertise, and ensuring proper maintenance of the systems. While the Massachusetts 
DOT is readily able to measure operational impacts, it finds that safety data is difficult to obtain 
and correlate with smart work zones. To help build expertise, the Massachusetts DOT some-
times conducts training sessions with case examples. The Massachusetts DOT has not experi-
enced any cellular connection issues, as it typically implements smart work zone projects in 
the more urbanized areas of central and eastern Massachusetts.

Massachusetts DOT Considerations for Future Use  
of Smart Work Zone Technologies

Future implementation plans by the Massachusetts DOT for smart work zone technologies 
include the use of additional types of technologies, enhancements to its travel time system and 
performance reporting, and efforts to achieve more universal work zone standards and specifica-
tions. The state passed a law to allow the use of dynamic (variable) speed limits in work zones, and 
the Massachusetts DOT is working on developing guidance for these systems. The Massachusetts 
DOT is also exploring the use of presence lighting, with prior testing on a pilot project showing  
speed reductions. The Massachusetts DOT would like to implement smart arrow boards and 
obtain the capability to locate the start and end points of static and smart work zones. The 
Massachusetts DOT is also working toward expanding the capabilities of the Smart Work Zone 
Manager to process data for dashboards and performance metrics and is forming a working group 
of interested DOTs with a goal of developing specifications and standards for smart work zone 
technologies and uniform data capture and dissemination that will be more applicable nationally.

Project Highlight: Sagamore Bridge

In 2018, the Massachusetts DOT performed bridge deck repairs on the Sagamore Bridge, 
which is one of two bridges to Cape Cod (Boudreau 2021b). The bridge approach includes 
a ramp junction. At the beginning of construction, significant vehicle queues and delays were 
observed. To mitigate these impacts, the Massachusetts DOT implemented a solution using 
a dynamic ramp meter with a portable traffic signal system to regulate the flow of traffic from 
both the mainline and the ramp (Figure 70). The system used various temporary traffic control 
components, including a trailer-mounted portable traffic signal (PTS), temporary signs and 
pavement markings, a video-camera image detection system, PCMSs, message board interface, 
and a wait-time display on the PTS (Figure 71). The message board interface displayed real-time 
information about the signal operation before the merge point. The Massachusetts DOT found 
the system to be effective in mitigating the traffic congestion, and there were no reported crashes 
while the signal was in operation.

Project Highlight: Chelsea Viaduct

In 2019, the Massachusetts DOT replaced the superstructure of the Chelsea Viaduct using 
accelerated bridge construction methods in a project that also included repairs for the Tobin 
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(Map data © 2020 Google)
Source: IBI Group and Massachusetts DOT.

Figure 69.  Screenshot from Massachusetts DOT Smart Work Zone Manager showing road event information for a work zone.
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Source: Boudreau 2021b.

Figure 70.  Dynamic ramp meter with portable traf�c 
signal system at Sagamore Bridge in Massachusetts.

Source: Boudreau 2021b.

Figure 71.  Wait time displayed on PTS.

Bridge, which carries U.S. Route 1 over the Mystic River (Boudreau et al. 2020). �e tra�c control 
plan called for lane reductions from the three existing lanes in each direction to two lanes in each 
direction during daytime and one lane in each direction during nighttime. An analysis before 
construction using FREEVAL-WZ (Institute for Transportation Research and Education 2018) 
indicated that a 15% diversion rate would be needed to keep preconstruction congestion levels, 
while a 20% diversion rate would eradicate congestion (Figure 72). A queue analysis was also 
performed to generate predictions for queue lengths based on time of day.

During construction, information regarding travel times for various routes was communicated 
to drivers using portable message boards at key decision points (Figure 73). In addition, the 
Massachusetts DOT implemented dynamic lane merge and QWSs, and message boards were 
programmed to display information based on queue length and location of the message board 
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from the back of queue. Delays were observed during construction, with the average travel time 
at 7 a.m. approximately 5 minutes higher in 2019 than 2018. The observed delays were consistent 
with the delays predicted by the FREEVAL-WZ work zone modeling (Figure 74).

Minnesota DOT

Minnesota DOT Implementation of Smart Work Zone Technologies

The Minnesota Department of Transportation uses several smart work zone technologies,  
including traveler information systems, dynamic lane merge, queue warning, work zone data  
collection technologies, turning-traffic-ahead systems (Figure 75), and temporary ramp metering. 
Traveler information and QWSs are often used together. For example, on a project on I-494 west 
of the Wakota Bridge, the Minnesota DOT added travel time information to a QWS to ensure 
that the message boards were always displaying information. The Minnesota DOT is testing a 
system that activates digital message signs to notify drivers of the presence of snowplow vehicles 
(Minnesota DOT 2021c) and an ATMA (Minnesota DOT 2020a).

The Minnesota DOT established a decision tree to help determine the need for smart work 
zone technologies on a given project (Minnesota DOT 2019). The Minnesota DOT typically 
implements smart work zone projects in urban areas with heavy congestion. The Minnesota DOT 
has developed other resources to support its implementation of smart work zones, including a 
flowchart to assist with deployment (Minnesota DOT n.d.), a toolbox document that provides 
guidelines for the selection of smart work zones systems (Minnesota DOT 2020d), 19 long-term 
typical application drawings for smart work zone systems (Minnesota DOT 2021b), general spe-
cial provisions for multiple smart work zone technologies (Minnesota DOT 2020b, Minnesota 
DOT 2020c), concept of operations and systems requirements for QWSs (Minnesota DOT 2018, 
Minnesota DOT 2015b) and smart arrow boards (Athey Creek Consultants 2018), and system 
requirements for work zone intrusion alarms (Minnesota DOT 2015a).

The Minnesota DOT collects significant amounts of data for smart work zones and is in the 
initial stages of using the data for generating performance measures. The Minnesota DOT is 
beginning to integrate probe data into its ATMS. For example, on the I-35 Twin Ports inter-
change project, the Minnesota DOT collected probe data at locations farther from the work 
zone, while sensor data was obtained in locations closer to the work zone. The Minnesota DOT 

Source: Boudreau et al. 2020.

Figure 72.  Predicted travel time versus time of day for diversion scenarios on 
Chelsea Viaduct project.
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(Google Maps data © 2020 Tele Atlas, Imagery © 2020 TerraMetrics)
Source: Boudreau et al. 2020.

Figure 73.  Example of travel time information displayed during Chelsea Viaduct construction project.

participates in the Waze Connected Citizens Program and provides data feeds to Waze in 
exchange for having access to Waze data.

The Minnesota DOT sees the following factors as challenges to the implementation of smart 
work zones: detector reliability, ensuring proper monitoring, geometric challenges with locating 
detectors, recalibrating and relocating sensors to accommodate traffic shifts, and lack of sufficient 
knowledge regarding the performance of new technologies. Some of the specifications devel-
oped by the Minnesota DOT have not yet been evaluated through implementation in a work 
zone. The Minnesota DOT has not experienced any issues with Internet connectivity for smart 
work zone technologies.
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Source: Boudreau et al. 2020.

Figure 74.  Travel time versus time of day for southbound U.S. Route 1 (from Copeland Circle to City Square Tunnel) 
in 2017, 2018, and 2019.

Minnesota DOT Considerations for Future Use  
of Smart Work Zone Technologies

In the future, the Minnesota DOT would like to implement new types of smart work zone 
technologies, such as temporary overheight detection, pull-off detection, downstream speed noti-
fication, construction equipment entering/existing, intrusion alarm, excessive speed warning, 
electronic workers-present speed limit (Figure 76), and smart arrow boards. The Minnesota DOT 
planned to use temporary overheight detection systems on two projects in the summer of 2021. 
The Minnesota DOT will also assess the snowplow warning system to see if it can be applied in 
other maintenance operations. The Minnesota DOT is also interested in developing a smartphone 
app that would allow construction workers to indicate their presence in the work zone, with the 
information on worker presence used to change the speed limit in the work zone. The Minnesota 
DOT is working on creating a WZDx feed and would like to find more ways to use collected data 
for work zone performance measures. In addition, the Minnesota DOT is undertaking a project  
to develop a concept of operations, system requirements, and a pilot implementation roadmap 
for the Work Zone Data Initiative (WZDI). The project focuses on establishing guidance for  
the collection, analysis, and distribution of work zone data, including applications for CAVs 
(Minnesota DOT 2021d). The Minnesota DOT also plans to further integrate probe data into its 
ATMS and is interested in developing a data fusion engine to compile data from various sources.

Project Highlight: I-94 (Maple Grove to Rogers)

The Minnesota DOT is reconstructing 39 miles of I-94 between Maple Grove and Clearwater 
(Minnesota DOT 2021a). The scope of the project includes added travel lanes and access lanes, 
bridge reconstruction, drainage improvements, interchange construction, and pavement resur-
facing. The Minnesota DOT used queue warning, travel time, and speed feedback systems on the 
section from Maple Grove to Rogers, which was under construction in 2020 and 2021. Message 
boards display alternating information regarding queue warning and travel times (Figure 77). 
The Minnesota DOT implemented speed feedback signs at two eastbound locations and three 
westbound locations, and a new radar sensor (Houston Radar n.d.) was used to collect speed data 
for individual vehicles to assess the effectiveness of the speed feedback signs. Speed histograms 
(Figure 78) indicate that the signs may help to reduce vehicle speeds in the work zone.
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Source: Minnesota DOT 2020d.

Figure 75.  Minnesota DOT layout for turning-traffic-ahead warning system.

http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/publ/mutcd/index.html
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/workzone/iwz.html
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Source: Minnesota DOT 2020d.

Figure 76.  Minnesota DOT layout for electronic workers-present speed limit (IWZ = intelligent 
work zone).

http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/publ/mutcd/index.html
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/workzone/iwz.html
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(a)

(b)
Source: Minnesota DOT. 

Figure 77.  Message board on I-94 project in Minnesota
displaying alternating information: (a) queue warning 
and (b) travel time.

Oregon DOT

Oregon DOT Implementation of Smart Work Zone Technologies

For smart work zone technologies, the Oregon Department of Transportation (Oregon DOT) 
primarily uses traveler information systems and QWSs, although it implemented dynamic late 
merge on one project. Equipment for a system of noti�cation of construction equipment entering 
or exiting is available but has not yet been used in a work zone. �e Oregon DOT considered work 
zone intrusion alarms but found that they were not viable for implementation, and the Oregon 
DOT also has concerns that have precluded the use of dynamic (variable) speed limit systems.

�e Oregon DOT typically considers smart work zone technologies on projects when free-
�ow conditions cannot be attained under lane closures. �e Oregon DOT maintains an approved 
vendor list and prescribes a process whereby vendors can submit system information and obtain 
conditional approval to bid on smart work zone projects (Oregon DOT 2017). �e Oregon 
DOT has generally found that smart work zone technologies have performed well except for 
a project with a QWS that was not properly moved with the paving operation.

TripCheck, the Oregon DOT’s traveler information system, outputs data on work zone loca-
tions in WZDx format, and real-time tra�c congestion based on data from Esri and HERE is 
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(a)

(b)
(Map data © 2021 Google)
Source: Minnesota DOT.

Figure 78.  Speed histograms for I-94 project in Minnesota: (a) Westbound (WB) location 
with speed feedback sign and (b) WB location without speed feedback sign.
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Source: Oregon DOT 2016.

Figure 79.  Example photo image and construction event information from Oregon DOT’s TripCheck system 
(MP = milepoint; NB = northbound; SB = southbound).

also available (Oregon DOT 2021a). An example of work zone event information from TripCheck  
is shown in Figure 79. Messages can also be sent to PCMSs and existing VMSs. In addition, email 
or phone alerts about work zone congestion can be sent to personnel through an ATM system. 
The Oregon DOT employs portable trailers with Bluetooth technology and cameras (Figure 80) 
to collect information such as vehicle speed, volume, lane occupancy, size classification, and travel 
time between two or more trailers (Oregon DOT 2016). The Oregon DOT collects and uses data 
for work zone performance measures to a limited extent but does not have a formal process in 
place for these measures.

The Oregon DOT has developed various resources to support its implementation of smart 
work zone technologies, including a smart work zone specification (Special Provision 00229) 
(Oregon DOT 2021b), an internal concept of operations document for the portable trailers 
(Oregon DOT 2016), permanent VMS guidelines (Oregon DOT 2013), a PCMS handbook 
(King and McCrea 2018), and a specification for vendor approval (Oregon DOT 2017). The 
smart work zone specification provides requirements for the following systems: traveler infor-
mation, queue warning, and notification of construction equipment entering or exiting.

Challenges that the Oregon DOT encounters with its implementation of smart work zones 
include facilitating communication between smart work zone system components, concerns 
with allowing transmittal of information through a DOT firewall for external devices, ensuring 
that contractors and construction engineers are properly educated about smart work zones, and 
making smart work zone equipment simple to use (e.g., plug and play). While the Oregon DOT 
believes that cell connectivity could potentially be a concern in rural areas, it usually imple-
ments smart work zones in areas with cell service. The Oregon DOT would like to see additional 
research regarding communication of work zone information for automated vehicles.
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Source: Oregon DOT 2016.

Figure 80.  Smart work zone trailer used by 
Oregon DOT.

Oregon DOT Considerations for Future Use  
of Smart Work Zone Technologies

The Oregon DOT is working toward collecting lane closure information, including time and 
location, by using smart arrow boards and other sensors. Ultimately, the Oregon DOT would 
like to collect these data for all types of work zones, including construction, maintenance, utility 
work, and land development. The Oregon DOT believes that these data will be beneficial in real 
time (to provide travel information during construction) and after the work zone is removed 
(to facilitate safety analyses and generation of CMFs). The Oregon DOT is interested in learning 
more about other DOTs’ experiences with work zone location technologies, especially Iowa’s 
implementation of smart arrow boards.

In the future, the Oregon DOT would like to use dynamic late-merge systems to a greater 
extent and may require the implementation of queue warning or dynamic late-merge systems 
in situations where demand exceeds capacity. In addition, there is some interest in exploring 
ATMAs, but the Oregon DOT would first like to see improvements in the technology.

Project Highlight: I-5 Trunnion Bridge

In September 2020, the Oregon DOT closed the northbound span of the I-5 Trunnion Bridge, 
which carries three lanes of traffic over the Columbia River in the Portland metro area, for  
7 days for replacement of parts to help raise and lower the bridge (Oregon DOT 2020a). The 
Oregon DOT used moveable barriers to maintain two lanes and one lane of traffic in each direc-
tion, depending on the time of day (Figure 81). To help mitigate traffic impacts, the Oregon 
DOT implemented both a QWS and a dynamic late-merge system on the project. The systems 
posted various PCMS messages based on traffic conditions and PCMS location. The Oregon 
DOT also used existing permanent message boards to communicate information to travelers, 
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Source: Oregon DOT 2020b.

Figure 81.  Work zone with moveable barrier on 
I-5 Trunnion Bridge in Oregon.

and an extensive public information campaign was conducted in advance of the project. �e 
Oregon DOT found that the QWS and dynamic late-merge system worked well, and there were 
no signi�cant issues with tra�c congestion during construction (�een 2020).

Summary of Case Examples

�e seven DOTs described in this chapter have diverse experiences with respect to smart 
work zone technologies. Some of the key �ndings from the DOT interviews, based on the 
experiences of these seven DOTs, can be summarized as follows:

• �ese DOTs deploy a wide range of smart work zone technologies, especially traveler informa-
tion, dynamic lane merge, and queue warning systems. Other implemented systems include 
turning tra�c ahead and a dynamic ramp meter with portable tra�c signal.

• Traveler information, dynamic lane merge, and QWSs are o�en used together by these DOTs, 
as message boards can convey information for all three systems based on tra�c conditions 
and message board location.

• Smart work zone technologies are typically considered for implementation as possible miti-
gation measures at the project level based on the anticipated tra�c conditions for the work 
zone, and the scale of deployment varies based on the level of forecasted impacts. Scoring 
sheets and decision trees are sometimes used to guide the decision-making process.

• �ere is some limited implementation of smart work zone technologies at the programmatic 
level, such as the Iowa DOT’s current and future plans for statewide use of smart arrow boards 
and connected temporary signals.

• �ese DOTs have developed various resources to support implementation of smart work 
zone technologies, such as design standards, speci�cations, operating procedures, guidance 
documents, layout drawings, and spreadsheet tools.

• �ese DOTs have encountered various implementation challenges with smart work zone 
technologies, such as the need for a standard approach and advanced planning, �nding 
funding sources, demonstrating the bene�ts, assessing safety performance, integrating data 
from multiple sources, building contractor and in-house expertise, ensuring proper moni-
toring and maintenance, detector reliability, proper device placement, facilitating com-
munication between system components, making equipment simple to use (e.g., plug and 
play), and additional knowledge regarding the performance of new technologies.

• �ese DOTs have generally not experienced any issues with cellular connectivity, possibly 
because smart work zone technologies are o�en implemented in populated areas with suf-
�cient cellular coverage.
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•	 Many of these DOTs find that strong partnerships with local agencies, consultants, and 
vendors provide valuable support for the implementation of smart work zone technologies.

•	 Procurement strategies include the maintenance of a DOT vendor list and the use of single  
or multiple vendors, specific pay items, and force accounts with one pay item.

•	 DOTs collect and use data from smart work zones to calculate and track performance 
measures to varying degrees. Several of these DOTs either provide or are working toward 
generating WZDx feeds.

•	 The use of crowdsourcing data and probe data for smart work zone technologies appears to 
be growing. Several of these DOTs have data-sharing agreements with crowdsourcing data 
providers such as Waze. Probe data are sometimes used in locations where sensors are not 
available.

•	 Some of these DOTs are developing methods and tools to integrate smart work zone data 
from multiple vendors and government agencies.

•	 Smart work zone technologies under consideration for possible future implementation by 
these DOTs include license plate readers, temporary overheight detection, pull-off detection, 
downstream speed notification, excessive speed warning, electronic workers-present speed 
limit, connected temporary traffic signals, and applications for CAVs and CVs.

•	 There is considerable interest among these DOTs in using smart arrow boards and other 
devices to mark the beginning and end of the work zone in order to provide real-time infor-
mation regarding work zone locations and generate data for possible future operational and 
safety analyses.
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Synthesis Objectives, Scope, and Methodology

The objective of the synthesis was to review and document state DOT practices regarding 
the use of smart work zone technologies to improve safety for motorists, construction workers, 
and other users of the transportation system. The synthesis scope included evaluation studies, 
integration with crowdsourcing systems, performance measures, and measures of return on 
investment in smart work zone technologies. The synthesis included any type of system that uses 
specialized components, such as sensors, communications, software, and electronic equipment, 
to manage traffic and operations and disseminate information to drivers in work zones in an 
effort to improve both safety and mobility in work zones for motorists, workers, and other users 
of the transportation system.

Methods used to achieve the synthesis objectives included a literature review, survey ques-
tionnaire, and follow-up interviews. Various sources such as guides, research reports, journal 
articles, and state DOT specifications were reviewed and compiled. An online survey question-
naire was distributed to all 50 state DOTs and the District DOT. Survey responses were received 
from all 51 DOTs for a response rate of 100%. Case examples were developed through follow-up 
interviews with Arizona, Colorado, Florida, Iowa, Massachusetts, Minnesota, and Oregon.

Summary of Key Findings by Topic

Key findings from the synthesis based on the literature review, survey results, and follow-up 
interviews are summarized in the following sections. The sections are organized by topic.

State DOT Experience with Smart Work Zone Technologies

•	 The level of deployment of smart work zone technologies varies between DOTs, and, in some 
cases, between different regions of a given DOT.

•	 Smart work zone technologies are typically considered for implementation at the project level 
as possible mitigation measures based on the anticipated traffic conditions for the work zone,  
and the scale of deployment often varies based on the level of forecasted impacts and geo-
graphic region of the state. In selecting smart work zone technologies, DOTs most frequently 
consider traffic volumes, type of work, duration and length of the work zone, and existing 
traffic or safety issues.

•	 There is some limited implementation of smart work zone technologies at the programmatic 
level, such as the Iowa DOT’s current and future plans for statewide use of smart arrow boards 
and connected temporary signals.

•	 Scoring sheets and decision trees are sometimes used to guide the decision-making process 
(e.g., the Arizona DOT, the Massachusetts DOT, the Minnesota DOT, and the Texas DOT). 

C H A P T E R  5

Summary of Findings
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The scoring sheets incorporate various criteria such as roadway geometry, work zone dura-
tion, queuing, delay time, and impacts for commercial motor vehicles to help determine if 
deployment of smart work zone technologies at a work zone has the potential to be beneficial.

•	 Traveler information systems, which have been implemented by 78% of DOTs, are the most 
frequently used smart work zone technology. A majority of DOTs are also deploying QWSs. 
Only 18% and 6% of DOTs have implemented systems for notification of construction equip-
ment entering or exiting and work zone intrusion alarms, respectively.

•	 Other types of smart work zone technologies that DOTs have deployed include a website to  
provide information about lane closures, dynamic ramp meter with portable traffic signal, auto-
mated speed enforcement, turning traffic ahead, and a downstream speed-notification system.

•	 Analysis of the types of smart work zone technologies used by DOTs shows that there are 
some tendencies regarding geographic distribution by climate region of the United States. 
For example, the use of QWSs and work zone data collection technologies is more prevalent 
in the Midwestern, North Central, and South Central DOTs.

•	 The level of deployment of smart work zone technologies varies between DOTs, and, in some 
cases, between different regions of a given DOT.

•	 Approximately 80% of DOTs use multiple technologies on the same project to some extent. 
DOTs often use traveler information, dynamic lane merge, and QWSs together, as message 
boards can convey information for all three systems based on traffic conditions and message 
board location.

•	 Almost two-thirds of DOTs install smart components (e.g., smart arrow boards) on existing 
non-smart equipment to some extent.

•	 CMSs are most frequently used to disseminate traveler information, while the most common 
detection components are video cameras and traffic sensors. Cellular telephone and wireless 
ethernet are the communication components used most often by DOTs.

State DOT Implementation Considerations  
for Smart Work Zone Technologies

•	 The majority of state DOTs have created contract special provisions to support the implemen-
tation of smart work zone technologies, while at least one-third of DOTs have also established 
specifications, guidelines, and concepts of operations. Other DOT resources include design 
standards (e.g., the Massachusetts DOT), operating procedures (e.g., the Massachusetts DOT), 
layout drawings (e.g., the Minnesota DOT), and spreadsheet tools (e.g., the Texas DOT’s 
go/no-go decision tool).

•	 DOTs find that strong partnerships with local agencies, consultants, and vendors provide 
valuable support for the implementation of smart work zone technologies. For example, the 
Arizona DOT pursues smart work zone initiatives in collaboration with the Maricopa County 
DOT and other local agencies.

•	 Procurement strategies include the maintenance of a DOT vendor list (e.g., the Oregon 
DOT) and the use of single or multiple vendors, specific pay items, and force accounts with 
one pay item.

•	 Funding constraints and staffing shortages are the most reported obstacle to implementing 
smart work zone technologies, as almost two-thirds of DOTs strongly or somewhat agreed 
that they hinder efforts. Other implementation challenges cited by DOTs include the need  
for a standard approach and advanced planning, finding funding sources, building contractor  
and in-house expertise, ensuring proper monitoring and maintenance, detector reliability, 
proper device placement, facilitating communication between system components, making 
equipment simple to use (e.g., plug and play), and additional knowledge regarding the perfor-
mance of new technologies.
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